ERGON®TOOLS are designed based on modern ergonomics approaches. The handles of the tools offer perfect hold, so the IASTM techniques to be carried with less effort and less strain on the musculoskeletal structures of the therapist. The tools design facilitate switching of them during treatment without requiring continuous lubricant cleanse from the therapist's hands.
ERGON® TOOLS

...versatility

All 3 Ergon Tools can serve as over 10 separate tools. Each of the Ergon® tool has several treatment edges/sides and functions as a complete instrument set.

**Ergon® I has:**

1. XXL Convex side for treatment and evaluation
2. Concave sides (one XL and one MEDIUM)
3. Spots (LARGE, MEDIUM, SMALL)

![Ergon® I Tool](image)
Ergon® II has:

1 Small (pen style) Convex side for localized treatment and evaluation
1 Medium Convex side for localized treatment and evaluation
1 Medium Concave side
1 Small Spot for localized tissue traction
1 Medium Linear (single-beveled) side for localized treatment
Ergon® III (multi-tool) has:

1 XXXL Convex side for treatment and evaluation
1 XXXL Concave side for treatment and evaluation
2 Medium Concave side
2 Small Concave sides
2 Medium Convex sides
2 Medium Spots for localized tissue treatment
2 Medium Linear (single-beveled) side for localized treatment
ERGON® TOOLS

...innovation

Ergon® I tool

- Can be easily handled with one hand
- Can be used for functional treatment
- Has 3 spots of treatment producing gradual increase of pressure/loading
- Can be utilized both for evaluation and treatment
- Functions with all treatment techniques
- Multi-organ (serves as a complete set of 5 tools)
Ergon® II

- Can be handled easily with one hand
- Can be used for functional treatment
- Has a pen style Convex side for localized treatment and evaluation
- Has an innovative straight (single-beveled) side for localized aggressive treatment
- Has a small 3-dimensional Spot for localized tissue traction
Ergon® III tool

- Can be used for functional treatment
- Has several edges working ideally both for larger and smaller body areas
- Has innovative handles (double-beveled) appropriate for localized aggressive treatment
- Have unique spots for localized tissue treatment
**ERGON® Technique** applied with **ERGON® TOOLS**

- Significantly improves functionality and biomechanical attitude of the human body
- Significantly improves range of motion through reduction and mobilization of fascial restrictions
- Increases fibroblastic activity to facilitate tissues regeneration and rehabilitation
- Eases compression on nerve roots by releasing nerves and reducing inflammation and swelling
- Promotes recovery of overuse syndromes
- Desensitizes painful areas eliminating the need for corticosteroids and steroid injections
- Expedites recovery times so that patients and athletes may resume daily activities faster
ERGON® TOOLS are I.A.S.T.M. advanced multifunctional instruments designed …by clinical experts…for clinical experts

For more informations please visit www.ergonotechnique.com
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